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Section 1

General construction planning

- **Title:** Construction planning, programming and control
- **Author:** B. Cooke (Brian)
- **Author:** Peter Williams (Peter Nigel), 1947
- **Edition:** 3rd ed.
- **Publisher:** Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell
- **Creation Date:** 2009
- **Subjects:** Construction projects – Planning
- **Format:** x, 489 p.: ill., maps; 25 cm
- **Note:** Previous ed.: 2004
- **Identifier:** ISBN 1405183802 (pbk.); ISBN 9781405183802 (pbk.)

- **Title:** Construction planning and scheduling
- **Author:** Jimmie Hinze
- **Edition:** 3rd ed.
- **Publisher:** Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Prentice Hall
- **Creation Date:** 2008
- **Subjects:** Building – Superintendence; Production scheduling
- **Format:** p. cm
- **Identifier:** ISBN 9780132385626; ISBN 0132385627

- **Title:** Construction planning for engineers
- **Author:** F. Griffis (Fletcher Hughes), 1938
- **Author:** John Farr; M. D Morris (Morton Dan)
- **Publisher**: Boston: McGraw-Hill  
- **Creation Date**: 2000  
- **Subjects**: Engineering – Management; Construction industry – Management  
- **Related Titles**: Series: McGraw-Hill series in construction engineering and project management  
- **Format**: xv, 362 p.; ill; 25 cm  
- **Identifier**: ISBN 0073033278

- **Title**: The engineer’s manual of construction site planning  
- **Authors**: Juri Sutt; Irene Lill; Olev Muursepp 1936  
- **Edition**: 1st ed.  
- **Publisher**: Chichester, West Sussex, United Kingdom: Wiley Blackwell  
- **Creation Date**: 2013  
- **Subjects**: Building sites – Planning – Handbooks, manuals, etc.; Building – Superintendence – Handbooks, manuals, etc.; Civil engineering – Handbooks, manuals, etc.  
- **Format**: xvi, 179 pages: illustrations, graphs, plans; 25 cm  
- **Identifier**: ISBN 9781118556092; ISBN 1118556097

- **Title**: Planning and controlling construction projects: the best laid plans  
- **Author**: Michael Mawdesley; William Askew; M. P O’Reilly (Michael Patrick), 1960-; Chartered Institute of Building  
- **Publisher**: Harlow: Longman  
- **Creation Date**: c1997  
- **Subjects**: Engineering – Management; Construction industry – Planning  
- **Format**: xxvi, 405 p.: ill, plans; 26 cm  
- **Note**: Co-published with The Chartered Institute of Building  
- **Identifier**: ISBN 0582234093

- **Title**: Fundamentals of project management: tools and techniques  
- **Author**: Rory Burke 1952-  
- **Publisher**: [Ringwood?]: Burke  
- **Creation Date**: 2010  
- **Subjects**: Project management  
- **Related Titles**: Series: Project management series  
- **Format**: 379 p.: ill; 25 cm  
- **Identifier**: ISBN 9780958273367; ISBN 0958273367

**PRINCE 2**

- **Title**: Practical PRINCE 2  
- **Author**: Colin Bentley  
- **Edition**: 2nd ed.  
- **Publisher**: London: Stationery Office  
- **Creation Date**: 2002  
- **Format**: iv, 227p.; 25 cm  
- **Identifier**: ISBN 0117028533
CONSTRUCTION PROCUREMENT

Books

Procurement Systems: A Guide to Best Practice in Construction
edited by Steve Rowlinson, Peter McDermott E and F Spon
Identifier: ISBN 0419241000

Journal Paper

Construction procurement routes: re-defining the contours of construction procurement
John E. Tookey, Michael Murray, Cliff Hardcastle and David Langford
Article first published online: 28 June 2008
DOI: 10.1046/j.1365-232x.2001.00174.x
Engineering Construction and Architectural Management
Volume 8, Issue 1, pages 20–30, February 2001

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY REPORTS

- Title: Construction reports 1944-98
- Author: Mike Murray; D. A Langford
- Publisher: Oxford: Blackwell Science
- Creation Date: 2003
Subjects: Construction industry – Government policy – Great Britain
Format: 272 p.: ill. (hbk)
Identifier: ISBN 0632059281

Title: The futures of construction: a critical review of construction future studies
Author: Chris F. Harty; Chris I. Goodier; Robby Soetanto; Simon A. Austin; Andrew R.J. Dainty; Andrew D.F. Price
Creation Date: 2007
This article was published in the journal Construction Management and Economics [©Routledge (Taylor & Francis Group)] and the definitive version is available at http://www.informaworld.com/openurl?genre=journal&issn=0144–6193
Subjects: Future studies; Scenarios; Construction

Title: Construction programme management – current context
Authors: Mohamad Syazli Fathi; Chimay J. Anumba; Patricia M. Carrillo; Zeeshan Aziz
Creation Date: 2007
This conference paper is also freely available online from the ICONDA®CIBlibrary at http://www.irb.fraunhofer.de/CIBlibrary/about.html
Subjects: Context-aware information delivery; Construction programme management; Programme manager; Programme management systems
Identifier: Fathi, M.S. ... et al., 2007. Construction programme management – current context. IN: Garvin, M., Edum-Fotwe, F. and Chinowsky, P. (eds.) ASCE/CIB Construction Research Congress, Grand Bahama Island, 6–8 May; 0970786913
Source: LOUGH DSP

Title: Re-engineering the project procurement process through concurrent engineering
Author: John Bowron
Creation Date: 2002
A Doctoral Thesis. Submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the award of Doctor of Philosophy of Loughborough University.
Subjects: Construction industry; Procurement; Concurrent engineering; IDEF0 models; Construction
Identifier: uk.bl.ethos.250899
Source: LOUGH DSP
PRIVATE FINANCE INITIATIVE

- **Title**: Review of the private finance initiative (PFI): a performance perspective (UK)
  - **Author**: Malcolm Orkar
  - **Publisher**: Saarbrücken: VDM Verlag Dr. Müller
  - **Creation Date**: 2010
  - **Subjects**: Private Finance Initiative
  - **Format**: ix, 94 pages: illustrations (black and white); 22 cm
  - **Note**: Includes QR code
  - **Identifier**: ISBN 3639259602; ISBN 9783639259605

- **Title**: The PFI, ‘teething problems or fundamentally flawed?’: a critical analysis of the UK’s private finance initiative
  - **Author**: Simon Betty
  - **Publisher**: Saarbrücken: LAP LAMBERT Academic Publishing
  - **Creation Date**: 2011
  - **Subjects**: Private Finance Initiative; Infrastructure (Economics) – Great Britain
  - **Format**: v, 71 pages: illustrations (black and white); 23 cm.
  - **Identifier**: ISBN 3846537403; ISBN 9783846537404

- **Title**: Quality of design within PFI projects: a study
  - **Author**: Ebun Akinsete
  - **Publisher**: Saarbrücken: LAP LAMBERT Academic Publishing
  - **Creation Date**: 2011
  - **Subjects**: Private Finance Initiative
  - **Format**: vii, 93 pages: illustrations (black and white); 22 cm
  - **Note**: Includes QR code
  - **Identifier**: ISBN 3838333802; ISBN 9783838333809

- **Title**: Participation, barriers, and opportunities in PFI: the United Kingdom experience
  - **Author**: Patricia M. Carrillo; Herbert S. Robinson; Peter Foale; Chimay J. Anumba; Dino Bouchlaghem
  - **Creation Date**: 2008
  - **This article was published in the Journal of Management in Engineering [©ASCE]. The definitive version is available at http://cedb.asce.org/cgi/WWWdisplay.cgi?0805518**
  - **Subjects**: Construction companies; Contracts; Procurement; Partnerships; Privatization
  - **Source**: LOUGH DSP
Title: The potential of knowledge management processes for facilitating PFI projects
Author: Muzani Mustapa; Patricia M. Carrillo
Creation Date: 2008
This conference paper is also freely available online from the ICONDA®CIBlibrary at http://www.irb.fraunhofer.de/CIBlibrary/about.html
Subjects: Knowledge management; Operational stage; PFI
Source: LOUGH DSP

Title: The role of cost saving and innovation in PFI projects
Author: Construction Industry Council
Publisher: London: Thomas Telford [for the] Construction Industry Council
Creation Date: 2000
Subjects: Private Finance Initiative; Public buildings – Great Britain – Finance; Construction industry – Great Britain – Cost effectiveness; Public contracts – Great Britain
Format: xiv, 128 p.
Identifier: ISBN 0727728792
Link to related record(s): PARLBO01000905617

PARTNERING

Title: Profitable partnering for lean construction
Author: Clive Thomas Cain
Publisher: Oxford: Blackwell
Creation Date: 2004
Format: p. cm (pbk.: alk. paper)
Identifier: ISBN 1405110864

Title: Guide to the ACA project partnering contracts PPC 2000 and SPC 2000
Author: David Mosey
Publisher: Bromley: Association of Consultant Architects (Great Britain)
Creation Date: 2003
Subjects: Construction contracts – Great Britain; Partnership – Great Britain
Format: 99 p.: ill.; 30 cm
Identifier: ISBN 1901171213

Title: Partnering to improve public transport in developing countries
Authors: M. Sohail (Khan); D.A.C. Maunder
Creation Date: 2007
- Title: ICE conditions of contract, partnering addendum: conditions of contract and schedules to be used in conjunction with a bi-party contract
- Author: Institution of Civil Engineers
- Association of Consulting Engineers; Civil Engineering Contractors Association
- Publisher: London: Thomas Telford
- Creation Date: 2003
- Subjects: Construction contracts – Great Britain; Partnership – Great Britain
- Format: viii, 5 p: forms; 30 cm
- Note: Partnering addendum
- Identifier: ISBN 0727732315

- Title: Construction partnering and integrated teamworking
- Author: Gill Thomas 1950-
- Mike Thomas 1947-
- Publisher: Oxford, UK; Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing
- Creation Date: 2005
- Subjects: Construction industry – Management; Teams in the workplace; Strategic alliances (Business); Partnership
- Format: ix, 235 p.; 24cm
- Identifier: ISBN 1405135565

- Title: Project partnering: principle and practice
- Author: R. Hellard (Ronald Baden), 1927-
- Publisher: London: Thomas Telford,
- Creation Date: c1995
- Subjects: Construction industry – Management; Partnership; Total quality management
- Format: xvii, 200p: ill; 25cm

- Title: Partnering and collaborative working: an industry and legal view
- Author: David Jones; David Savage; Rona Westgate
- Publisher: London: LLP
- Creation Date: 2003